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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the background, problem statement, and objective
of research, significance of research and scope of research.
A. Background
Advertisement has been familiar for all people in the world include
Indonesian because advertisement becomes a way to get information about
products or services.
Advertising has been dominated by images of women. Unfortunately, the
images of women in most ads portray are usually the creation of art that establish
impossible standard of physical perfection for women. Beauty is something that
comes from face and body; women are willing to spend money and time on
cosmetics. When they cannot conform to an ideal and impossible standard, they
go to great length of effort to manipulate and change their faces and bodies
(Kuntjara 2004: 99).
Goffman suggests that the most relevant question we can ask of
advertisements is: what can advertisements tell us about ourselves. When talk
about ourselves it is mean that we talk about identity, either as femininity or
masculinity. These expressions of our masculine or feminine identities Goffman
called “gender display”. In gender display, it is observed our behaviors, gestures,
body postures, ceremonial activities or cultural rituals. He concludes that these
nonverbal cues help to define our masculinity and femininity specific for
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particular culture and therefore interpret the social reality and the best way how
to observed our “gender displays” is in advertising images. And this is the reason
why pictures seem to be familiar for us. They can be easily read because they
show us our “gender display”, our rituals, bits of behavior and gestures in which
we engage in real life.
Mass media and women are two things that are related. It is proved by how
the media represent women through advertisements. In general, the portrayal of
women in the media is sex objects, happy housewives and mothers. In western
culture, stereotypically, men are aggressive, competitive and instrumentally
oriented while women are passive, cooperative and expressive. (Terman and
Miles in Borgatta and Montgomery 2000:3).
A person may label herself female, but instead of seeing herself in a
stereotypical female manner such as being expressive, warm, and submissive
Ashmore, et al in Borgatta and Montgomery 2000: 3). Three adjectives were
identified with females in all cultures—sentimental, submissive, and superstitious
and the ideal female characteristics are dependent, submissive, passive, soft,
delicate and beautiful.
Female body according to Czikzentmihalyi (2000:267) is symbol of
femininity. Femininity is created in society via major agencies of socialization,
and is represented and communicated at the symbolic level in the mass media,
particularly television commercials.
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Communication is related to language because when talk we need language as
a tool of communicate with others. Language is not only limited to what people
are saying, but also various kinds of sign around us. We can transfer what we feel
and what we want to other people by using signs. Sometimes, we do not realize
that our life is full of anything and that is called sign (Kusuma 2009: 2). A Signs,
according to Barthes, consisted of signifiers (sounds, pictures, and words) and
signified (the concept meant by the signifier). Williamson’s basic premise is that
‘it is part of the deceptive mythology of advertising to believe that an
advertisement is a simply a transparent vehicle for a ‘message’ behind it’
(Williamson in Harvey 2011: 2).
This research has purpose to find a few of body cleanser advertisements
such as Lux and Giv in television to interpret its pictures by Kang’s study of
gender advertisement but, this theory come as the conceptual replication of
Goffman’s study. Lux and Giv are the products of body cleanser that has been
familiar and famous in Indonesia and the writer also choose television than
magazine or newspaper because; every day most of people spend their time to
watching television to get new information. Television advertisements have the
advantage of sight, sound, movement and color to persuade a customer to buy a
product.
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B. Problem Statement
Based on the reason that has explained above, the writes formulates one
following question of research below: How is female portrayed in body cleanser
advertisements?
C. Objective of Research
Based on the problem statement above, the writer states that this research aims is:
To examine how female is portrayed in body cleanser advertisements.
D. Significance of Research
The result of the research is expected for student of Alauddin Islamic State
University of Makassar, especially student of English and Literature Department.
It is expected that the research can be use as a future reference for the next
similar research or to be used as main or second source of student learning about
female and gender in advertisement, for lecturer in general and more especially
for lecturer of Alauddin Islamic University of Makassar, especially for
Department of English and Literature. It is expected that the research can be used
as information regarding femininity and gender in advertisement and also can be
used as reference and for the consumer of the body cleanser especially who use
Lux and Giv. It is expected that the research can be used as information in the
future that could help the user to be more understanding about their selves.
E. Scope of Research
Based on the problem statement above, the writer focused on objective
research that is female that portrayed by body cleanser use theory of gender
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advertisement by Kang. There are many advertisements that used women as the
object such as body cleanser, facial foam, hand and body lotion, perfume, etc.
That is why the writer due to the limitation of sources, the writer takes body
cleanser advertisements, the writer focuses on two body cleanser, and those are
Lux and Giv that are shown in television stations. The Lux advertisement has 29
seconds duration and Giv has 29 seconds duration. The writer used Kang’s
theory who replication the conceptual Goffman’s study of gender advertisement
to identify female’s character that portrayed by those body cleanser products.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
This chapter presents the previous findings, and some pertinent ideas.
Pertinent ideas are divided into: 1). Advertising, 2). Female portrayal in
advertising, 3). Goffman’s method, 4). Semiotics Theory and 5). Islamic point of
view
A. Previous findings
This research is not the only researches that aim to analyze female portrayals
through body cleanser advertisements. Nevertheless, it needs to be emphasis here
that there are several previous researches that analyzed femininity in television or
magazine, and film. Here, the writer will describe those researchers.
Manasova (2010) in her Bachelor thesis with the title “Gender stereotyping in
advertisements-the relevance of Goffman’s study for contemporary advertising.”
This Bachelor Thesis focused on identification of gender stereotypical
expressions in Czech print advertisements. The theoretical basis for this work is
Goffman’s study from 1979 which deals with unequal relationships between men
and women and their social positions in social power hierarchy displayed in
advertising images. A total of 300 randomly selected advertisements from Czech
lifestyle magazines were examined by using Goffman’s framework. Further,
individual gender stereotypes were analysed and compare with Goffman’s
findings. The results showed that although some of the Goffman’s categories are
disappearing, traditional negative and unequal representation of women still
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dominate in Czech print advertisements. The findings revealed that Czech
advertising mirror the changes in social gender roles in our society, however,
stereotypes described in Goffman’s study more than thirty years ago are still
prevalent.
Lawton (2009), Gender Advertisement: replication of a classic work
examining women, magazines and Facebook photographs. This study, conducted
in Goffman’s phenomenological tradition, investigates modern commercial
advertisements to update Goffman’s work and determine the presence of a new
phenomenon, the mechanization of women. Advertisements were collected and
studied based on Goffman’s five coding categories: relative size, feminine touch,
function ranking, ritualization of subordination, and licensed withdrawal. In
addition, Facebook photographs were analyzed based on the same coding
categories to find whether women portray themselves in personal yet publically
available photographs in the same way as women are displayed by others in
advertising images. The results indicate that modern advertisements portray
women in much the same manner as in the 1979 advertisements from Goffman’s
original study, and evidence can be found that supports a new advertising pattern
of the mechanization of women. However, in Facebook photographs, women
tend to display themselves with greater individuality than the way they are
portrayed in commercial advertisements. These findings have greater
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implications on the future of gender displays in advertising and women’s
selfportrayal, particularly in relation to the creation of a new feminist movement.
Both of the previous studies have similarity toward the writer’s research. Both
of them have focus on gender especially in female or women. But, on the other
side there are also differences between them and those are in Manasova’s
research, she focuses in gender stereotyping in magazine advertisements while in
this research, the writer just focuses on female in television advertisements. In
Lawton’s research, she focuses in the portrayal of women in magazine
advertisements and Facebook while the writer will focus on female in body
cleanser advertisements on television.
B. Advertising
Advertising exists “to help to sell things” (White, 2000: 5), which is limited to
giving utilitarian information about the product with the objective of informing
the consumer about the necessity and the importance of the commodity
advertised.
Beside that, according to Sheehan (2004: 2-3) to advertise means “to give
notice, to inform, to notify or to make known”. He goes on and suggests that a
successful advertisement should include ‘information’, ‘reasoning’ and
‘emphases. He means that advertisers should not only inform their audiences
about the product, but also stimulate ideas among them as well as developing
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their curiosity and interests through creating new meanings from the advertised
commodity.
Through images, verbal language or symbols, consumers come to identify
themselves with the merits and significance of the advertised product in their
everyday life. In other words, advertising is about information, but it is also
about ‘appearances’; “advertising is not just about the objects´ appearance but
about personal appearances: how we look at others, how we think of ourselves”
(Barthel, 1988: 1). Hence, advertising according to Barthel is about creating a
relationship between subject and object, which means between the product and
the meaning or the value, it brings to its buyer - the meaning the product carries,
which the buyer wishes to appropriate.
In western countries society, economy and business are closely associated
with culture; culturally shared meanings are often created and shaped in market
environment (Moisander and Valtonen 2006: 21). Lin and Kulik (2002: 117)
suggest that advertising reflects the contemporary socio-cultural reality of certain
society but simultaneously and continuously shapes societal and cultural values.
Marketers and advertisers can be considered as cultural gatekeepers, who not
only shape their products and services to meet the current expectations of
consumers but also create new needs and wants by shaping the expectations of
consumers (Lin and Yeh 2009: 63). Bordo (1993: 20) agrees that media images
are both representations and reproducers of culture (Joy and Venkatesh 1994:
335).
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Strinati in Kujala (2012: 21) argues that advertising is one of the most visible
expressers of culture, in which reality and illusion are difficult to distinguish
from one another (Percy and Elliott 2009: 21). Lin and Yeh (2009: 337) suggest
that advertisements provide a mix of cultural meanings, societal values and
personal dreams to reflect the wants and needs of individuals. Advertising can
also be considered as a powerful form of propaganda that controls and shapes
one’s consciousness and perceptions of oneself, self-image and society and
changes individuals’ behaviors, attitudes and preferences (Percy and Elliott 2009:
22). Advertising can, thus, be considered to have a major role in the formation of
culturally and socially accepted norms, such as beauty standards (Lin and Yeh
2009: 340). Buttle in Kujala (2012: 22) agrees that advertising constructs realities
and shapes individuals’ attitudes, values and sense of self and, in addition,
provides consumers with role models (Percy and Elliott 2009: 22). It guides
consumers with hints of what is “needed” – needed to be feminine or masculine,
for example (Lin and Yeh 2009: 343). The cultural context would, according to
McCracken in Kujala (2012: 22), be incomprehensible without these instructions
provided by advertising.
Most of the studies agreed to varying degrees with the work done by Courtney
and Lockeretz in Shrikande (2003: 11) who found that women were portrayed
with four distinct characteristics: 1) A woman’s place is in the home; 2) women
do not make important decisions or do important things; 3) women are dependent
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and need men protection; 4) men regard women primarily as sexual objects and
are not interested in women as people.
C. Female portrayal in advertising
Next, female portrayal and common characteristics of the female depiction in
advertising during 1960-1990s and from 1990 until today are introduced.
1960-1990s
Women’s role and status, as well as gender roles, constantly evolve and
change in society (Solomon et al. 2006: 35). One of the most powerful turning
points relating to gender roles emerged during the 1960’s as women begun to
take part into labor force (Zimmerman and Dahlberg 2008: 75). Along with this
women’s movement towards workforce, interest towards studying the depiction
of women in advertising as well as attitudes of women towards this female
depiction increased significantly in the field of research and science in general
(Zimmerman and Dahlberg 2008:75).
Despite its significance towards the gender role assumptions in society,
women’s shift to workforce was relatively weakly reflected in advertising
(Lundstrom and Schglimpaglia 1977: 74). In fact, at the time of women’s labor
movement in 1960’s and 1970’s the depiction of women in certain stereotypical
gender roles in advertising actually had just emerged (Beetles and Harris 2005:
400). Most common female stereotypes presented in advertising during 1960s
and 1970s were 1) housewife, 2) decorative object, 3) sex object and 4)
dependent on man (Ferguson et al. 1990: 44).
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2000-2010s
Some researchers argue that the depiction of women in traditional
stereotypical gender roles and professions continues even today. Plakoyiannaki et
al. (2008: 108) noticed that of contemporary online advertisements, over 50%
portray women as decorative or sex objects and 18% in other traditional roles
such as housewife or mother. Solomon et al. (2006: 37), however, argue that
traditional stereotype and gender role portrayals in advertising are decreasing and
gradually stepping aside. Examples of this shift are role reversal and role
switching; women absorbing roles and professions traditionally associated with
men and vice versa (Solomon et al. 2006: 37). Some even criticize today’s
advertising of over-replacing women’s traditional working roles; women
portrayed in a work setting are nowadays depicted often exclusively in
glamorous, successful manager positions instead of providing a variety of
working roles of different positions in female media depiction (Solomon et al.
2006: 37).
Three repetitive characteristics in female depiction can be found in today’s
western advertising; thinness, whiteness and sexiness.
The third characteristic of female portrayal in advertising is the use of sex,
which has continuously been criticized by different groups within past decades
(Zimmerman and Dahlberg 2008: 77). The trend is apparent, for example, in an
increase in sexual objectification of women (Reichert et al. 2007: 83). Sexual
objectification implies being treated and portrayed as body or body part meant
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for the use and pleasure of others (Fredrickson and Roberts 1997: 175). As sex is
such a dominant feature in today’s advertising, current media research has also
gotten more focused on depictions of sex instead of traditional gender role
portrayals (Beetles and Harris 2005: 401). Mass media and advertising
specifically are criticized of being one of the most powerful purveyors of not
only beauty ideals, but sexuality in general, in today’s western society (Gill
2009: 138).
Some recent feminist movements argue that women in media are portrayed as
independent and confident, consciously expressing their sexual power and selfconsciousness and, instead of passive objects meant to serve the male gaze are
portrayed as active, desirable subjects who decide to objectify themselves
because they have a freedom to do so (Gill 2009:139).
The sexualized female images are thus seen as enjoying one’s own
attractiveness and sexuality (Gill 2009: 139). However, Gill (2009:139) argues
that only white, young, thin and attractive women are entitled to this
independent, self-conscious sexual power. Additionally, she criticizes the current
advertising trend of “hot lesbianism”, of that, despite the seeming independency,
power and encouragement to “be who you are” in terms of sexual orientation,
these “hot lesbians”, based on their femininity, attractiveness and beauty are
mainly directed to male gaze and are often portrayed in close contact with
another woman, either a full opposite (white and black woman) or significantly
similar one (twins), further indicating that the depiction of a lesbian woman in
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advertising is, in fact, based on the lesbian fantasy of a heterosexual male,
serving the male, patriarchal purposes.
D. Goffman’s Method
Goffman’s method for decoding gender behaviour uses every little detail of
daily life. In his provocative analysis of nearly 500 advertisements he
concentrates on very subtle signs of our social interaction, mainly the gestures,
eye contact, posture of hands, facial expressions etc. He states that the most
innocent gestures, familiar rituals, or taken-for-granted forms of address
enhanced understanding of the relations between males and females. He designed
following categories to measure gender stereotyping in advertising images: (1)
Relative Size, (2) The Feminine Touch, (3) Function Ranking, (4) The
Ritualization of Subordination, (5) Licensed Withdrawal. He argued that these
categories are indicative of gender differences in “social weight,” that is social
power, influence, and authority. But Kang in 1997 add 2 categories as the
conceptual replication of Goffman’s study (6) body display, and (7) selfassrtiveness.
1. Relative Size
Social weight, specifically power, authority, rank, office, and renown are
often expressed through “relative size”. Goffman suggested that men are
regularly pictured above women. Male “relative size” over females in the picture
reflects traditional cultural attitudes of male power and authority over females.
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When a woman is pictured taller than men, it is usually indication of her higher
social status (doctor and patient).
2. The Feminine Touch
Another category may appear as trivial, but, in fact, it supports the idea that
women are vulnerable and non-assertive. According to Goffman, women’s hands
are rarely depicted engaged in practical, utilitarian activity. Rather than using the
whole hand they are more likely to use just the ends of the fingers and hold the
objects delicately and lightly. In contrary, men are depicted grasping, squeezing,
manipulating or gripping objects. Goffman calls this pattern in the representation
of female hands “The Feminine Touch.” The soft, delicate, caressing touch
(Goffman calls it “ritualistic touching”) conveys the idea that the product being
caressed is “precious and desirable.” Sometimes, we can find a variation of selftouching, when a woman is gently touching different parts of their bodies, their
hands, face, neck or hips and showing her body as precious product or something
that needs support.
3. Function Ranking
Whereas men are shown in a relatively wide variety of social roles and
activities, women are more often restricted to domestic and subordinating roles.
In fact, they are often underrepresented in advertisements or performing less
meaningful roles. When men and women appear together in an advert, men are
more likely to be portrayed as experts or leaders. According to Goffman,
sometimes, even in advertisements aimed at female audience, selling product
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such as household goods, males are depicted in executive roles, often teaching or
instructing women. When women appear in a traditionally male task, such as
fixing a car, the man is presented to “parenthesize the activity, looking on
appraisingly, condescendingly, or with wonder.”
4. Licensed Withdrawal
Goffman state that women, more than men, may seem as not paying attention
to what is happening around them. They tend to be pictured physically or
mentally removed or withdrawn from the social situation and appear to be
disoriented. This leaves women dependent on the protection of others. Men, by
contrast, seem to control the situation and stay alert and ready for potential
threats.
Women are also often presented as losing their control in strong emotional
situations and use their hands to cover the mouth or the whole face. Furthermore,
similarly to children, in some situations when dealing with uncomfortable
feelings, such as shyness, fear or embarrassment, women tend to use their fingers
to suck or bite them.
Another form of this category can be found when women and men appear in
some euphoric state. Women are more likely to be exhibiting a more expansive
expression than men, which Kant called “expansive smile.”
5. The Ritualization of Subordination
Another example demonstrating women’s subordination is presented in “The
Ritualization of Subordination.” Goffman states that women are often depictured
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as lying down in vulnerable position, while men look alert and ready to respond
to or to initiate action. Such poses explicitly communicate submission and
dependency of women. Firstly, placing her in such a position gives her no
defense against possible threats and makes her completely powerless. Secondly,
women appearing in such powerless positions often signalize they are sexually
available for men.
Another way how women express their submissiveness is through “the bashful
knee-bend.” He calls it “canting” postures – meaning the body is tilted –
positions that take the body away from being upright and perpendicular and
places people off-centre. Similarly to the other submissive positions, “the bashful
knee-bend” leaves women in vulnerable or sexualized position.
Finally, Goffman again proved that women are “saved from seriousness.” He
argues that while men have to act seriously and look dignified in all kind of
situations, women tend to show playful “clowning.” Acting, posing, playing like
children, women cannot be taken seriously.
6. Body Display
Sometimes magazine advertisements show little stereotyping of women in
terms of relative size, feminine touch, function ranking, ritualization of
subordination, and licensed withdrawal, while the female models show high
degree of nudity which is another important way of stereotyping. This category
was introduced to compare the level of female model’s body display between the
two years. The dress of the models in the 1979 and 1991 advertisements are
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analyzed to see whether the female wears body-revealing clothes or shows nudity.
Body-revealing clothes include mini-skirts, tight skirts or evening gowns which
expose cleavage, “short”-shorts, “see-through” clothes, halter dress, or bathing
suits. Nudity is defined as unclothed models, including models translucent under
apparel and lingerie, models depicted with no clothing. “close-up” shots where
the shoulders of the models are bare are considered as nudity
7. Independence and self-assertiveness
The analysis of stereotyping in print advertisements can be approached from a
different perspective here. Instead of focusing on the more manifest content an
advertisement, the focal point here is the more subtle representation of an ad that
provide important clues to gender relations. In addition to centering on such
details as the use of the hands, facial expressions, body positioning, and relative
sizes of men and women in print advertisements, one should look at the “big
picture” to obtain overall message of an ad. This category was added to evaluate
female model’s overall image in terms of independence and self-assertiveness.
E. Semiotic Theory
Semiotic comes from Greek language, “Semeion” means sign. Sign is
something which had represents other thing based on social convention. Term of
semeion was derived from hiprocratic or aspeliadic within concerned on
symtomatology and inferensial diagnosic. In the time, sign means something
which has represented to other thing. Semiotic is an analysis method to explore
more about sign and everything which has relation with sign (Sobur, 2002: 95).
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The role of semiotics is to study the relationships between signs and the
objects, ideas, events, and meanings that they stand for, and also to understand
how signs produce other signs that determining meaning that translate into the
actions of interpreters. Semiotics is descriptive, but it does not resolve the issues
communicated by the subject of its observations. Rather, semiotics can illuminate
the processes that communicate and produce meanings, describe the limits of
knowledge expressed through certain processes, and facilitate critical discourse
about the certainty of what can be known (Gayness, 2010: 23).
Media literacy is largely about reading and understanding the signs that the
media produce and manipulate. The media are engaged in signifying practices, “a
kind of symbolic work” that gives meaning to things and communicates that
meaning to someone else (Hall, 1997: 14). The main purpose of media semiotics
is to learn how the mass media create or adapt sign to its aim. These are the
following question to get the point of it: (1). what is the purposed or representated
by something; (2). How is the meaning described; (3). Why it has meaning as its
performed (Danesi, 2010: 40). Media literacy practices, then, use semiotic theory
to sort out the sign systems used and produced by the mass media, and to interpret
what those systems mean.
Modern semiotic analysis can be said to have begun with two men—Swiss
linguist Ferdinand de Saussure (1857–1913) and American philosopher Charles
Sanders Peirce (1839–1914) (Berger, 2004: 4). Both are different background.
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Peirce is a philosopher and Saussure is linguistic expert. This difference was
being on applying concept. Also, there are two schools from this difference. The
first group is following Peirce thought that did not take the basic thought from
language science.The second group is following Saussure thought with language
science as the basic thought (Khoirul, 2013: 18).
Based on the explanation above, the writer concludes that semiotics is a
scientific study of signs, how people produces and interprets the signs, so how the
media represents the signs. In this research, the writer takes semiotics of Pierce
that his theory will be used to analyze the portrayal of female in body cleanser
advertisements.
The American founder of semiotics, the philosopher C. S. Peirce,
distinguished between three basic kinds of sign. There was the 'iconic', where the
sign somehow resembled what it stood for (a photograph of a person, for
example); the 'indexical', in which the sign is somehow associated with what it is
a sign of (smoke with fire, spots with measles), and the 'symbolic', where as with
Saussure the sign is only arbitrarily of conventionally linked with its referent.
Semiotics takes up this and many other classifications: it distinguishes between
'denotation' (what the sign stands for) and 'connotation' (other signs associated
with it); between codes (the rule-governed structures which produce meanings)
and the messages transmitted by them; between the 'paradigmatic' (a whole class
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of signs which may stand in for one another) and the 'syntagmatic' (where signs
are coupled together with each other in a 'chain') (Ellengton, 2003:87-88).
According to Peirce, sign can be identified by view the relation to the referent.
The manner is understanding relation among sign, referent, and interpretant.
These relations belonging to unlimited process which has stopped in the one
meaning, but the signification still continuing based the interpretant knowledge.
This process namely semiosis process. Semiosis is signification meaning in the
thirdness staggered is index, icon, and symbol. Index is relation between signifier
and signified from resemblance. Icon is relation between signifier and signified
from causality relation. Symbol is relation between signifier and signified based
on social convection (Sobur, 2002: 148).
Peirce incorporates this idea into his own three-part model of the sign.
a. Peirce’s model included two parts similar to Saussure’s signifier and
signified.
b. Peirce’s representamen, often called the sign vehicle, is the form of the sign
in sound or image.
c. The interpretant is the sense made of the sign. The interpretant is a mental
construct, or in Peirce’s words, “an equivalent sign or perhaps a more developed
sign.” (Peirce, 1991: 141.)
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To these two parts, Peirce added a third that he called the object, something
that exist “out there.” The sign is “a unity of what is represented (the object), how
it is represented (the sign vehicle) a how it is interpreted (the interpretant)”
(Chandler, 2002: 29).
The sign according to Pierce is the unity from representament, object and
interpretant. The basic principle is a sign has representative character. It means a
sign as representation of something (Khoirul, 2013:23).
Representament + object + Interpretant = Sign
A sign, or representament, is something which stands to somebody for
something in some respect or capacity. It addresses somebody, that is, creates in
the mind of that person an equivalent sign, or perhaps a more developed sign.
That sign which to creates I call the interpretant of the first sign. The sign stands
for something, its object. It stands for that object, not in all respects, but in the
reference to a sort of idea (Noth, 1995: 42).
The interpretant, then, is the idea a person has of the object when he or she
sees the sign vehicle. Interpretant is sign which is being on human’s mind about
object.

Interpretant

has

important

role

in

the

interpretation

between

representament and object. So, sign not only representative character, but also
interpretative. Sign is something which stands to somebody for something in
same respect or capacity.
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According to Peirce in Khoirul (2013: 24), sign is part of object and
interpretant (understanding of subject to sign).
F. Islamic point of view
1.

Surah Al-A’raf: 26

O children of Adam! We have indeed sent down to you clothing to cover your
shame, and (clothing) for beauty and clothing that guards (against evil), that is
the best. This is of the communications of Allah that may be mindful.
2. Surah An-nur: 31
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And say to the believing women that they cast down their looks and guard
their private parts and do not display their ornaments except what appears
there of and let them wear their head coverings over their bosoms, and not
display their ornaments to their husbands, or their fathers, or the fathers of
their husbands, or their sons, or the sons of their husbands, or their brothers,
or their brother’s sons, or their sister’ sons, or their women, or those whom
their right hands possess, or the male servants not having need(of women), or
the children who have not attained knowledge of what is hidden of women;
let them not strike their feet so that what they hide of their ornaments may be
known; and turn to Allah all of you, O believers! So, that you may be
successful.
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3. Surah Al-Ahzab: 59

O prophets! Say to your wives and your daughters and the women of the
believers that they let down upon them their over-garments; this will be more
proper, that they may be known, and thus they will not be given trouble; and
Allah is forgiving, merciful.
4. Hadits Muslim 2668
ُ حث ُحمَّيَّ ح َِّ َْح
ُ حث ُحمَّيبْح عث َّد ُاحعحََْع ح َِّ َْ بح
حث َدح
ححُلعحبَّ َح َّْ َّدَبْح ع
َّ ََّّحث ُحمَّي
َّ عحَّللابحََْع ح َّ بْ ح
َّ ْحَّللابح َْ بَحَع َّا َد َدح َُّ َِّ َا َّح َب ل
َّ ر َّد َثْبد عة
َّ ََْع
ُ حْحَََِّ ح َِّ َْ بح
ُ ُُ َّ
َ با ٍَّحبََّّْ ح َِّ َْ بحح ُّ ُد َث َّا بَح َُّ عدْعُب ُْح ع َّدح ع
َُ ٍَّ ُح
َّ َُُ َّلحح
حَّ ع
َّ ُ َّحَّللابح َْ بَحِ ََّا َدِحب
َّ ر بد ََحبََُّ عح
َّ ِح
حَّللاب
َّ لحَّللاعح ََُِّّ َد ب
ُّ ُّب َّد حاع
ُ ُّ َح ُّ لح ََ َّد ح َُّ َّا َدبَّلعح
َُّ ٍَّح ُّ لح ََدَّ ح َّثَِّ َلح َِّ َّح َد عدح َّثَِّ ب
Has told me (Muhammad bin Abdullah bin Numair Al Hamdani) told us
(Abdullah bin Yazid) told us (Haiwah) has told me (Syurahbil bin Syarik) that he
had heard (Abu Abdurrahman Al Hubuli) has been recalled from the (Abdullah
bin 'Amr) that is Prophet Muhammad sallallaahu' alaihi wasallam said: "The
world is jewelry and the best jewelry are women shalihah.

5. HR Abu Daud dan Baihaqi
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ُ ٍَُ ب
حَّللابح ُلحَّللاحُِد ح
َ َّبَّ ُ حب
َ َّا َِّحْب َيَّْ حبَّْبْحَّْ َْ َدحََّْحَّللاحام ُّلحِيِا حهللاحي ََّّحََُّْ ح ََُِّّلح ََّّ ع
دعحَُّّ َلح
َ َّهللاحَُِّ ٍَّح ح َّ حب
َُِلحِ ََُِّّ َد َِّ حمبدَّ ل
َّ َ َّا عِحا ُ ح َُّ َّا َدبَّلَّحا ََّ حََُّّْ َََّْ ح َُّ َّا بد
َّ لح بََُّّ لحَََِّّْ ََّد
َّ اح َِّ َي َِّ ح
َّ
َِّ َُُّّع َمحبَّ َ ح ع َّد ح بث َي
َّ َّهللاحِب
َ حِ َّاذُ َد بححا
َّ لحِ َ بِ ب
َّ َُّّر ََّّحا
َّ ا َّح َِّ َِّ ح َِّ َِّ َِّ ح
"Indeed Asma bint Abu Bakr entered the house of the Prophet using thin clothing,
the Prophet turned away and said: 'O Asma, in fact if a woman has stepped up
(menstruation), then it should not be seen from her except this and this, while he
pointed to the face and the palm of his hand ". (HR. Abu Dawood, Hadith Hasan
Lighairihi [3], have witnessed issued by Al Baihaqi from Ibn road Lahee'ah of
'Iyadl bin Abdillah [4])
This Hadith shows two things:
a. Woman's obligation to cover the entire body except the face and palms.
b. Thin clothing are not eligible to cover nakedness.
6. HR. Muslim no. 3971 and no. 5098 of Abu Hurairah
نح
َ َّ لح ََُّّْرَّ بدح
َّ ل بدْعُ َّ حْب َِّ ح ُّيُ َّ ح ََِّب
حَدَّ ُلح َّاْ َّ ََََّ ب
َدَّ ٌل ح َِّ بَّ َّ ٌل ح ب َيذَّ ب ح بثََ حبَِّ بَةح ُّيُ بَّحَُّّ َلحبَّ ََّّ عِ َّا حَُّ َُ لْح َّث َّم عِ َل ب
لِح َّا ب
َ َّ َْ عَُِ ح َّا
ند َّد بلح عث بادٌَّْل ح َّث نبٌَّْل ح عَّ عِِ ع
َّحِ َّحح
َيب َّا باح َُّْع َُ ب
حِاب ُ ح بَّ َّد َِّ حَُّّدعُ َّ حعح بثََ ح َّث ب
َّ َّْح َُّ َّا نبَُّ باح َّح َّح عَح َََُّ ح َُّ َِّيُا
َّ َِّ بِ َح َّ ح بَّ َّد
َِّ حِ َّا
َّ َِّ َّا
"... There are two classes of people who became residents of hell, which I had
never suspected. Which is a group of people who have a whip-like tail cattle used
to harm mankind. And women who are dressed but naked (clad thin / transparent /
tight), wiggle catwalk and posing, head (decorated) like a camel's hump. They
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cannot go to heaven and did not smell it. Though heaven can smell wafted from
the travel distance so and so (a distant relative) "( HR. Muslim no. 3971 and no.
5098 of Abu Hurairah)
Based on the three ayahs and hadiths above, we can conclude that as women
of Muslim; we have to use veil as our identity because it can guard us from
troubles and evils and women are the best jewelry in the world. We only can
show our private to certain people.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents the method of research, data sources, instrument of
research, procedure of data collection and data analysis technique.
A. Research Method
The approach that used in this research is qualitative approach. Parkinson and
Drislane in (Gregory 2012: 2) state that qualitative research is research using
methods such as participant observation or case studies which result in a
narrative, descriptive account of a setting or practice. In this research the writer
will collect the data from the main data source, which is in this research is picture
of body cleanser products and data will be classify based on the Kang’s theory of
gender advertisement to see the portrayals of female through body cleanser
advertisements.
B. Data Source
In this research, the writer took the data which are the pictures of body
cleanser advertisements. The writer watched the video Lux and Giv
advertisement that are presented in television stations at 2015 but downloaded
the video from Youtube. Because, in this research the writer analyzed picture so,
the video converted into picture format.
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C. Instrument of Research
In the process of collecting data, the writer used observation. Observation is
one of the very important methods for obtaining comprehensive data in
qualitative research especially when a composite both oral and visual data
become vital to the research (Annum, 2015:3).
D. Procedure of Data Collection
There are several steps that the writer of this research would take in order to
collecting the data:
To collect the data, the writer downloaded the advertisements in the Youtube.
Thus, after downloaded them; the writer converted them into JPG (Joint
Photographic Group) format by using DVD video software. After that the writer
classified the picture into seven categories according to Kang’s theory in the
advertisements that related to the female portrayals.
After collecting the data, the writer sorts out the data to find the proper data
that had analyzed. As the focus of this research, it was analyzed the female
portrayals through body cleanser advertisements. The writer classified the picture
into seven categories according to Kang’s theory in the advertisements that
related to the female portrayals.
E. Technique of Data Analysis
Technique of analysis data that used in this research is Kang’s theory as the
conceptual replication of Goffman’s study. There are seven categories of gender
advertising that the researcher will use for analyze the advertisements. They are
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relative size, feminine touch, function ranking, the ritualization of subordination
and licensed withdrawal, body display and independence and self-assertiveness.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter presents the findings analysis, and discussions of the
research. Findings are arranged in the tables.
A. Findings
This part is focused on the findings to answer the research questions which in
the table form. The table consists 11 pictures to answer the problem statement. In
the data the writer gave name of body cleanser products and Sec to explain the
second of the act. Representament is the form of the sign in sound or image.
Object is something that exists “out there.” Interpretant is sign which is being on
human’s mind about object.
Female is presented in body cleanser advertisements.
1. Relative Size.
Social situation is expressed through the relative size of the persons in the
advertisements, with men showing their superiority through their girth and
height.
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Data

1

source

representment

object

interpretant

Lux

Social

Man

advertisement.

weight

taller

It

(the

woman.

has

29

seconds
duration
this

act

and
at

second 00:22.
It

is D 2

woman.

ty over
the

Monday,

)

19:23:29

at

superior

has

woman

2016

than is

to

downloaded in

December 7th,

is The man

man

authori
Lux. Sec 00:22 /

sign
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2

Giv

Social

Woman

advertisement.

Status

taller

It

(an

man.

has

29

seconds
duration
this

act

and
at

is The
than woman
has

artist

higher

and

social

fans)

status.

second 00:22.
It

is

Giv.Sec 00:22 /

downloaded in D 2
Monday,
December 7th,
2016

at

19:23:29

2. The Feminine Touch
Women are frequently depicted touching persons or objects in a ritualistic
manner, occasionally just barely touching the object or person.

a
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Data source

1

Representament

object

interpretant

sign

Lux

Hold the

The woman The product

advertiseme

objects.

hold

nt. it has 29

Conveys

product

of and

seconds

the

idea

Lux

to meaningfully

duration

that

the

and this act

product

that

at

being

uses it.

second

00:15. It is Lux. Sec 00:15 / D 3

caressed

downloaded

is

in Monday,

precious

february,

and

8th, 2016 at

desirable.

19:23:29

the is preciously

emphasize
she

for her.
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Giv

Self-

The woman The

advertiseme

touching;

touches

shows

nt. It has 29

the

their body.

she has a soft

seconds

women's

skin and it is

duration

body

precious.

and this act

becomes

at

the precious

second

00:19. It is

Giv. Sec 00:19 / D 4

woman

product.

downloaded
in Monday,
December
7th, 2016 at
19:23:29

3. Licensed withdrawal
Women in advertisements are frequently depicted as removed from the
scene around them, either physically turning away from the scene or
appearing lost in thought.

that
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Data Source

1

Representament

object

interpretant

Sign

Lux

Woman

Woman

The

advertisement.

has

always

woman

It

expansive

expansive

gives

expression

in reveal her her best

than man

emotion and smile to

has

29

seconds
duration
this

act

and
at

feeling.

reveal

second 00:27.

that she

It

is

is

downloaded in
Monday,
December 7th,
2016
19:23:29

at

Lux. Sec 00:27/ D 5

happy.
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2

Giv

Women

advertisement.

tend to use their

women

It

their

take her

has

29

seconds
duration
this

act

show The

feelings

fingers to sometimes
and

fingers

show that women use close to

at

see is shy.

second 00:24.
It

To

is

their

her

fingers.

mouth
and

it

downloaded in

show

Monday,

that she

December 7th,
2016

at

Giv. Sec 00:24 / D

is shy.

6

19:23:29

4. The ritualization of subordination
Difference is expressed by lowering oneself physically. Superiority and
disdain, holding the body erect and the head high.
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Data source

1

Representament

object

interpretant

sign

Lux

Bashful knee- Women

advertiseme

bend

nt. It has 29

body is tilted subordination

always shows

seconds

position

that women are

duration

take

away

and this act

from

being

at

upright

second

00:18. It is
downloaded
in Monday,
December
7th, 2016 at
19:23:29

Lux. Sec 00:18 / D 7

(the portrayed

that position.

and

perpendicular

Subordination
in position

weak.
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2

Lux

When

advertiseme

embrace or a like

nt. It has 29

kiss is shown, women

seconds

women

duration

most

passive

and this act

commonly

submissive.

at

shown leaning

second

00:23. It is

Lux. Sec 00:23 / D 8

an In sex position She is shown

are portrayed

back,

downloaded

submitting to

in Monday,

the

December

advance.

7th, 2016 at
19:23:29

kiss, leaning

male

back.

are It means that
as she is shown
and passively
welcoming the
attention.
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3

Giv

The woman is Pigeon

toe The woman is

advertiseme

shown

indicates

pictured

like

nt. It has 29

standing

submission.

child

and

seconds

pigeon-toed.

Women

are pigeon toes is

duration

very

and this act

represented in child position

at

advertisement.

second

00:21. It is

Giv.

downloaded

00:221/ D 9

under- one

of

when walk.

Sec

in Monday,
December
7th, 2016 at
19:23:29

5. Body display
Body display related to body-revealing clothes or nudity. Body-revealing
clothes include mini-skirts, tight skirts or evening gowns which expose
cleavage, "short"-shorts, "see-through" clothes, halter dress, or bathing suits.
Nudity is defined as unclothed models, including models translucent under
apparel and lingerie, models clothed in nothing except a towel, or models

the
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depicted with no clothing. "Close-up" shots where the shoulders of the models
are bare are considered as nudity.
Data source

1

representament

object

interpretant

Lux

Body

Wearing mini Mini

advertisement.

revealing

dress

mean is

It

clothes

you

show body

(evening

your

revealing

and

gowns

beautifulness

clothes.

at

which

has

29

seconds
duration
this

act

second 00:21.
It

is

downloaded in
Monday,
December 7th,
2016
19:23:29

at

expose
Lux. Sec 00:21 / D 10

cleacage)

sign
dress

one

of

42

2

Giv

Body

Having

advertisement.

revealing

beautiful skin is

It

clothes

make women body

(halter

feel happy.

has

29

seconds
duration
this

act

and

dress)

Halter dress

revealing
clothes.

at

second 00:21.
It

is
Giv. Sec 00:21 / D 11

downloaded in
Monday,
December 7th,
2016

at

19:23:29

B. Discussion
In this part, the writer explain the portray of female through body cleanser
advertisements (Lux and Giv)
Female represents through body cleanser advertisements
According to Kang’s theory, there are seven categories of gender
advertisement that related to gender stereotypes but, in this research the writer just
finds five categories of gender advertisements which there are in Lux and Giv.

one

of
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A.

Relative size.
According to Goffman (1979), higher physical position is associated

with higher social status and superiority and lower physical position with
lower social status and submissiveness. Male “relative size” over females in
this sense is the most obvious index of power which. It reflects traditional
cultural attitudes of male power and authority over females. This category also
examines whether the women in the images were portrayed as sexually
dominant or submissive.
Relative size only applies on advertisements that picture both men and
women. We can show it in the Datum 1 and Datum 2 how the pictures figure
out the feminine touch.
Datum 1, there is a couple (husband and wife) that stand facing each
other and look happy. The picture shows that the man is taller than woman.
Sometimes everything that happens in the advertisement is different
with the real life because advertisements have own style in represent
something or someone. But for Datum 1, relative size is also showed in the
real life or in our society where men are also showed taller than women. This
position emphasizes that men are superior to women or men have authority
than women.
According to Kang (1997), when the man is taller than woman means
that the man is powerful and it means that the man can protect the woman and
for the woman this position means that woman needs protection.
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Women in the reality are always pictured shorter than men. It indicates
that women are weak or powerless and need men’s protection. On the other
side, men are always pictured taller than women. It indicates that men have
power and authority than women. “Tall” is something that reference to the
powerful and superior.
In Islamic point of view, men and women are equal. Based on the
Hadith that the writer has told before either men or women, they can be in hell.
It is depend on their deeds when they life in the world. Especially for women,
if they want to avoid in hell, they must became a good Muslimah or Muslimah
shalihah because most of people in hell are women.
Datum 2, there are man and woman that meet in the road where the
woman is artist and the man is fans of her. The man is so excited to meet with
her; we can see the expressions of that man. He looks shock and like want to
take a picture with her. In other side, the picture also shows that the woman is
higher than the man.
In the real life or in our society, women are never showed taller than
men because in our society’s norm, men should be taller than women. This
position wants to show that men have power.
According to Kang (1997), the women can be taller than men in
certain situation such as doctor and patient, teacher and student, artist and fans,
etc. in this advertisement the woman is taller than man because the woman is
an artist and the man is fans of the artist.
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In Islamic point of view, men and women are same. We cannot judge
someone by looked at him or her physic. When men are showed taller than
women, it does not mean anything because physic is not standard to judge that
someone has big power.
Based on the explanation above, the writer concludes that in the
relative size is women can be showed taller than men when in different social
status and when the woman show shorter than man it means that the man is
powerful and has authority over the woman.
B.

The Feminine Touch
Although the focus on hand might not seem the most burning issue to

be tackled on the question of representation of femininity and masculinity in
advertising images, Goffman pays particular attention to the way how men
and women use their hands and how they treat the objects or products which
are promoting. This category was most often shown in messages promoting
beauty products for women as a kind of gentle self-touching of the body, or
specific parts such as hips, hair or face. Females are frequently posing while
“using their fingers and hands to trace the outlines of an object, or to cradle it
or to caress its surface. Goffman calls this pattern in the representation of
female hands "the feminine touch". The soft, delicate, caressing touch
(Goffman calls it "ritualistic touching") conveys the idea that the product
being caressed is precious and desirable. We can show it in the Datum 3 and
Datum 4 how the pictures figure out the feminine touch.
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Datum 3, the picture shows the woman hold the object and in around
the objects there are many roses that indicate that the product is the result of
the extraction of the roses.
According to Kang (1997), when the women hold the object, it
conveys the idea that the product is precious and desirable. Hold the object
assigned as an inherently feminine characteristic perpetuates the biased notion
that women by nature are weak, docile, and lack control of their environment.
The writer always see that in daily life that most of women like hold
something, especially something that they think that it is precious thing.
Datum 4, the picture shows that when the woman had took a bath, her
skin become soft. We can identify this from the way that woman uses her
hand in touch her body.
In real life or our society, most of women like to touch their skin to
show that they have white and soft skin, that is why the advertisements always
represent that gesture to make the consumer are interested with their product.
According to Kang (1997), the women touch her body known as “selftouching”, put hand on the shoulder. This portrays the women as soft, and
their body as delicate and fragile, as a “precious thing.”
The woman touch her body to show that it is precious while in Islamic
point of view, women’s body are precious that is why they have to close it by
using dress of Muslimah.
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Based on the explanation above, the writer concludes that the feminine
touch is how the woman uses hand to hold or touch whether part of bodies or
the objects.
C.

Licensed Withdrawal
Rather than being portrayed as active, powerful and in charge, females

are commonly shown in this licensed withdrawal mode, removed into internal
involvements, overcome with emotions, or symbolically silenced with hand
over the mouth. This involved with some inner emotional processing, whether
anxiety, ecstasy or introspection, can be symbolized by turning the face away,
looking dreamy and introverted, or by covering the face, particularly the
mouth, with the hands.
Eye contact and facial expression are particularly in attention here.
Most of our gestures or facial expressions are socially learned and part of our
socializing process when we learn about what is socially acceptable or
unacceptable for our gender identity in our society. Therefore facial
expressions, particularly using our emotions and eye contact might vary from
culture to culture.
Goffman (1979) suggested that in general, women more than men lose
control over their emotion which is successfully exploited in advertisements.
This was mostly demonstrated by euphoric feelings which can be called
“expansive smiles”. We can show it in the Datum 5 and Datum 6 how the
pictures figure out the licensed withdrawal.
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Datum 5, the picture shows that the woman is happy. We can identify
the happiness of the woman by look at her smile. The man also shows that he
is happy because he gives smile to the woman but it different with the woman’
smile, the woman shows the expansive smile.
In real life or our society, women are always stereotyped more
expressive than men and the advertisers exploit that into the advertisements.
According to Kang (1997), women are more expressive than men to
show her feeling and emotion. This was mostly demonstrated by euphoric
feelings which can be called “expansive smiles”.
One thing that beautiful from the women is smile. Smile is one of the
ways to reveal our feeling. As we know that women are people who can hide
their feeling, expression and emotion. They always want to show what they
feel to the others.
In Islamic point of view, smile is the easier alms that you can give to
your sisters.
Datum 6, the woman smiles and puts her fingers close to the mouth.
In real life, when women put her fingers close to the mouth, it means
that she is shy and like a child. It also happens in advertisement.
According to Kang (1997), when the women use her fingers and put it
close to mouth, it shows that the woman is shy. Women are more likely to be
depicted with a finger brought to the mouth, sucking or biting it, as do little
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children. This can imply confusion, anxiety, shy or being lost in thought or not
thinking at all.
Based on the explanation above, the writer concludes that licensed
withdrawal is how the woman uses their feeling, emotional and expression.
D.

The ritualization of subordination.
According to Kang (1997), a woman more likely than a man, lowers

herself physically; she often appears as lying or sitting in vulnerable positions,
off–balance or insecure. These images are often associated with strong sexual
symbolism and sexual objectification and unlike the previous “The Feminine
Touch” it measures more over sexuality. Therefore, this category should
examine the degree of explicitly sexual behavior demonstrated in
advertisements. Another form of this category is “body clowning”. In this
sense, it concentrates primarily on women portrayed as childish and
incompetent. Goffman states that while men tend to act seriously and look
dignified in all kinds of situations, women tend to act, pose and play like
children and therefore are “being saved from seriousness”.
We can show it in the Datum 7, Datum 8 and Datum 9 how the
pictures figure out the ritualization of subordination.
Datum 7, the woman takes a bath and shows in bath up. Bath up is
furthermore something associated with the clean or pure and as we know that
women is more concerned with the cleanness.
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According to Goffman (1997), bath up position is when the women
take away from being upright and perpendicular and it is subordination
position and this position known as “bashful knee-bend”. This position
indicates that woman is weak. He specifically mentions that this pose can also
be eroticized: “Of course, lying on the floor, bath up or on a sofa or bed seems
also to be a conventionalized expression of sexual availability.”
Bath up position is position that most of women do when they take a
bath during they have a bath in their house.
Datum 8, there is a couple (husband and wife) that is in kiss position.
Kiss is one of the sexual positions and as we know that advertisers show
women in advertisement only for object of sexual.
According to Kang (1997), one of position of the ritualization of
subordination is kiss position. When an embrace or a kiss is shown, women
are most commonly shown leaning back, submitting to the advance. They are
shown passively welcoming the attention.
For the writer, kiss position is position that related to the sexuality.
When we talk about kiss, we talk about sex because it is so close related each
others.
Datum 9, the woman stands in the road and roses are flying around her.
She stands in pigeon toes position.
In the real life, pigeon toe is condition which causes the toes to point
inward when walking. It is common in infants and young children. If a child
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is pigeon toed it does not mean there is something wrong with the feet. It just
tells which way the toes point when the child or person walks.
According to Kang (1997), the pigeon toes posture is feet in towards
each other when walk and it most effective when used by children and women
as it is submissive in nature. Men can also use the posture, however, their
challenge is finding a sympathetic partner who will read the cue and react in
ways that benefit them. That being said, when children and women wish to
show submission and lessen punishment or gain special treatment or favours,
pointing the toes inward and taking on a smaller profile, is the answer.
Based on the explanation above, the writer concludes that the
ritualization of subordination is position of women always in subordination.
E.

Body display.
Body display is closely linked to the sexuality of men and women in

the images. We can show it in the Datum 10 and Datum 11 how the pictures
figure out the body display.
Datum 10, the couple (husband and wife) is standing face each other
and in hug position, the woman use evening gowns and the man use formal
clothes.
In real life, when man and woman are going to party women often use
evening gowns while the men use formal clothes because for adult, party
refers to the formal place and that is why they have to use formal clothes to
show that they are appreciate it.
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According to Kang (1997), the dress of the models that in the
advertisements are analyzed to see whether the female wears body-revealing
clothes or shows nudity. Body-revealing clothes include mini-skirts, tight
skirts or evening gowns which expose cleavage, "short"-shorts, "see-through"
clothes, halter dress, or bathing suits. Nudity is defined as unclothed models,
including models translucent under apparel and lingerie, models clothed in
nothing except a towel, or models depicted with no clothing. "Close-up" shots
where the shoulders of the models are bare are considered as nudity.
Most of advertisement show women use mini dress, this indicates that
body of women is precious thing that have to show to others. It opposites in
Islam point of view, because the body of women is prestigious so it must be
close.
In Islamic point of view, the best clothes are god-fearing but for
women, they have to close their body with the best Muslimah’s dress to
protect or guard them from evils.
Datum 11, the women are in the road; she makes a pose to show
herself and roses are flying around her. She uses halter dress to show her
beautiful body and skin.
In real life, the way women show their body is using a mini dress. It is
opposite with Islamic role. In Islamic point of view, the women must close
their body by using long dress that does not expose their body.
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According to Kang (1997), the dress of the models that in the
advertisements are analyzed to see whether the female wears body-revealing
clothes or shows nudity. Body-revealing clothes include mini-skirts, tight
skirts or evening gowns which expose cleavage, "short"-shorts, "see-through"
clothes, halter dress, or bathing suits. Nudity is defined as unclothed models,
including models translucent under apparel and lingerie, models clothed in
nothing except a towel, or models depicted with no clothing. "Close-up" shots
where the shoulders of the models are bare are considered as nudity.
In Islamic point of view, women who are dressed but naked (clad thin /
transparent / tight), wiggle catwalk and posing, head (decorated) like a camel's
hump. They cannot go to heaven and did not smell it and also just there are
two parts of our body that can be seen by others people. The first is hand and
the second is face. It means that women are so precious in Islam.
Based on the explanation above, the writer concludes that in the body
display woman always want to show up their body through using mini dress.
Based on the findings of problem statement above, the writer
concludes that all the categories that found in the advertisements show women
as subject of sexuality and in subordination position of men when we correlate
it in the real life or in our society, can be said that advertisement is the
reflection of our society. In our society, women should have beauty whether in
physic or psychology, and white skin. While in Islamic point of view, women
are the best jewelry in the world it means that they are more precious than all
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jewelries that exist in the world. Women should appreciate their self by
wearing muslimah’s dress because it can protect or guard them from troubles
and evils. Besides, those advertisements are not Islamic because the women
are pictured as object of sexual while women in Islam are precious.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
This chapter delivers conclusion and suggestion. After findings the
femininity that presented by body cleanser advertisements and the message of
women that created in body cleanser advertisement by using Kang’s gender
advertisement theory, the writer provides some conclusions and suggestions to
the readers.
A. CONCLUSION
These are the conclusions from the result of the research, as follows:
There are only five categories of gender advertisement related to the
female portrayals that found in the Lux and Giv advertisements as the body
cleanser products, those are relative size, the feminine touch, licensed
withdrawal, the ritualization of subordination, and body display.
Relative size emphasizes that man is higher than woman as the
authority and superiority man over woman, when woman is higher than man;
it means that woman has higher social status than woman. Feminine touch
emphasizes on all the things that related to touching and holding activity that
woman do in advertisements. Licensed withdrawal emphasizes on emotional,
feeling and expression of woman in the advertisements. The ritualization of
subordination emphasizes on all the position that place the woman on
subordination situation. Body display emphasizes on way of the woman
revealing her body through wearing clothes.
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B. SUGGESTION
1. For the next researchers, the writer suggests to learn more about female and
gender stereotypes in advertisement theory to do more specific research.
2. For the readers, the writer suggests them to find and know more about the
correlation between female and advertisement because they cannot be
separated from the social life and modern industry.
3. For the company of the Lux and Giv the writer suggests to be more polite and
do not present or use vulgar artist or models in the advertisements because
most of Indonesian people are Muslims.
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